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Project Lead: Mirzam Perez
I need help with cleaning a data set of 800+ entries for my Academic Festival Books 

project. This set contains metadata from 800 books that may or may not be relevant to 

my quest, such as title, year, author, date and place of publication. The data set was 

created a couple of years ago with OUTWIT hub and, after I do a quick updating, the 

fellow can begin “cleaning” the set. My goal is for the fellow to standardize the entries 

so that I can better understand what texts are relevant to my research. This task should 

not take too long, maybe 40-60 hours. It would be best if the student can 

speak/understand some Spanish, at least SPN 285 or the equivalent of 4 semesters of 

college Spanish. This data set is mostly in 17th century Spanish thus the student also 

has to have a lot of tolerance for ambiguity and much patience with the language. (The 

spelling of many words was erratic and not standardized yet). After the data set is 

“clean” the student will execute textual analysis with NVIVO or a similar program, 

comparing and contrasting various texts selected by me from the clean data. I am not 

sure how long this would take as it will depend on the results/lack of results from the 

clean data. In general, I work better with independent individuals that require little 

supervision and can take the initiative when needed. I would like to meet with the 

student once a week to check progress, provide feedback and explain next week’s tasks.



Project Lead: John Petrus
While at the GLBT Historical Society Archives in San Francisco, I took pictures of 

the personal diaries of Roberto Jesus Vargas, a Cuban-American gay man that lived 

in the Bay Area and wrote between 1978 until his death in 1997. His diaries describe 

his experience of gay life in the Bay Area in the 80s--the tail end of a period of gay 

liberation and exploring boundaries of traditional life and love narratives and the 

beginning of the largest health crisis that has impacted gay culture. In his diaries, 

Vargas describes the early years of the AIDS crisis, his experience of testing positive 

for HIV in 1990, and his career as an activist living with AIDS until his death in 

1997.

 

With the help of Vivero scholar Michael Lee ’18, we have transcribed several of the 

diaries, tagged entries with keywords, written summaries of portions of the diaries, 

and created a website.

 

I am looking for Vivero scholars to continue transcribing portions of the diaries, 

tagging certain entries with keywords, and creating timelines that put Vargas’ 

experiences in perspective with important dates and events concerning the 

HIV/AIDS crisis. We have also created a website that I need help editing and 

designing. We would work together to establish reasonable goals and we would 

meet regularly to review content and keywords. The diaries are written in English 

with very nice handwriting. However, they do contain explicit sexual and 

drug-related activities.



Project Lead: Tess Kulstad Gonzalez
I am a sociocultural anthropologist in the Anthropology 

Department at Grinnell College. My current research examines 

how the 2010 earthquake and cholera epidemic in Haiti impacted 

children and families on the Haitian-Dominican border. I am 

excited to continue working on a project that has the potential to 

help many people learn how to better prevent, mitigate, and 

recover from disaster. A disaster resources website will assist 

instructors of all levels (K-12, college) create engaging, thoughtful, 

and critical learning opportunities for students. I have taught about 

disasters for several years now.  Although there is a wealth of 

material available online, I always struggle to keep track of 

everything because it is dispersed throughout the web. The 

Disaster Resources website will facilitate the process by 

consolidating and organizing all these resources in one searchable 

site. 

● Continue gathering, 
categorizing, & describing 
online disaster-related 
resources. 

● Continue with the creation 
of a searchable database 
of these resources.  

● Design an attractive, 
functional website to be 
publicly available



Project Lead: Jordan Brooks
As the Assistant Director of Intercultural Affairs, one of 

my charges is supervision and development of the Black 

Cultural Center and its staff. The BCC was founded in 

1970, so we are two years away from its 50th anniversary. 

The person(s) working with me on this project will be 

asked to archive photos, documents, and histories of the 

space. The materials will be used to help us narrate the 

story of the BCC using oral histories, a digital timeline of 

events, and whatever creative means the individual(s) 

believe will help make this online collection interactive 

and useful.



Project Leads: Katie Walden/Tammy Nyden
Tammy Nyden (Philosophy) is preparing to team-teach a course in Fall 2019 

on the school to prison pipeline. Over the course of the semester, students 

will produce digital storytelling projects that include print and digital 

infographics, podcasts, PSA videos, and interactive, immersive data-driven 

narratives. A Vivero fellow will support the development of this course in the 

following two main areas:

1—Identifying, collecting, and assembling relevant education, population, and 

incarceration data sources. 

2—A significant component and goal of the course will be using digital tools 

and methods for social justice, advocacy interventions. The Vivero fellow will 

also work to identify existing projects or organizations that model that ethos 

and pedagogical approach. Once a list of sample projects has been assembled, 

the Vivero fellow will work towards identifying possible common 

technologies, approaches, or communication strategies that mark effective 

digital social justice advocacy. 


